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AB TRACT

In the msurance industf). mcreased competition threatens the attractiveness of the
industry and reduces the profitability of the players in the sector. lt exerts pressure on
insurance companies to be proactive and to formulate successful strategies that facilitate
proactive response to anticipated and actual changes in the competiti\.e environment.
lnsurance companies therefore focus on gaining competitive advantage to enable them
respond to. and compete effectively in the market. The objective of the study was to
iO\estigate the effectiveness of competitive strategies adopted by insurance companies in
Kenya. Descriptive research design in form of a survey \\aS used in this study. The study
being a survey implied that data was collected from all the 44 insurance companies in
Kenya. In order to investigate the effectiveness of competitive strategies adopted by
insurance companies in Kenya, self-administered drop and pick questionnaires were
distributed to managers currently employed by insurance companies in Kenya.
Descriptive analysis was employed~ this included the use of weighted means, standard
dev1ation, relative frequencies and percentages. The relationship between competitive
strategies employed by insurance companies and performance of the companies is
positive as the strategies have ruded insurance companies to possess various strengths
such as strong marketing abi li ties. highly differentiated. high quality services, good
sen ice engineering and good customer reputation. The study will be of great importance
to polic) makers in the insurance industry as they will put in place strategies in response
to demand for insurance seT\ ices that will ajd them in provision of essential services to
their target customers.
VUJ

CHAPTER O~E: 1:\TRODl'CTION

l.l Background of the tudy
Herman (2005) defined strategy as ··planning and executing company growth''. Another
pioneer within the field (Anson·. 1965. cited in Herman. 2005), suggests that the
objt..-ctive of a firm ts to maximize economic return.

trategy is about ensuring the

sur. ivai and prosperity of a firm (Grant. 2005): hence, strateg) provides a guide for
organizations in meeting their overall goals. MacMillan ( 1983) defines "strategic
initiative" as the ability to capture control of strategic behaviour in the industries in v. hich
a finn competes. A competitive strateg)" is one that specifically directs an organization in
gaining a competitive advantage abo\e its ri\als (Porter, 1986).

ln the insurance industl) , increased competition threatens the attractiveness o f the
industry and reduces the profitability of the players in the sector. It exerts pressure on
insurance companies to be proactive and to formulate successful strategies that facilitate
proactive response to anticipated and actual changes in the competitive environment.
Insurance companies therefore focus on gaining competitive advantage to enable them
respond to. and compete effectively in the market. By identifying their core compctences,
insurance companies are able to concentrate on areas that give them a lead over
competitors. and pro\ide a competitive advantage. According to Johnson and Scholes
( 1997). core competences are more robust and difficult to imitate because they relate to
the management of linkages within the organizations value chain and to linkages into the
supply and distribution chains.
1

Poner ( 1980) ,·iewed competitive strategies as a two dimensional phenomenon with a
suppl) side - strategic scope: and a demand side- strategic strength. He later simplified
the scheme into three generic strategies, namely ·overall cost leadership', ·differentiation'
and ·focus' . Johnson. Scholes & Wittington (2006) on the other hand, perceive
competitive strategies from a business level perspective and believe that it is the
achtevement of competiti\e advantage by a business unit in its particular market. The)
ad,·ocate for a hybrid strategy which provides a market-facing element to Porter's model
in the form of price as a new dimension and its combination with differentiation.
Sidorwicz (2007) on the other hand sees competitive strategies as more skill-based and
invol\ing strategic thinking, innovation, execution. critical thinking. positioning and the
art of warfare. Drucker ( 1958) noted that management is primarily about the continuing
development of the organization and its employees. The demands and needs of the
em ironment are constantly evolving and management is about adjusting the company
according to the needs and demands of the environment. One of the environmental
influences to a business normally arise from competition.

Combined strategy of an organization involves matching its corporate objectives and its
available resources. In this development of strategy. managers are concerned with
reconci ling the business the o rganization is in with the allocation of resources. This
allocati on process is concerned v.:ith the general purposes of an organization, whether it is
pan of the grand plan. the overall objectives or a 'strategy' designed to keep the
organization in business (Tim Hannagan, 2005). According to Drucker,( 1961) strategy is
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the pattern of major objecti\ es, purposes or goals and essential policies or plans for
achieving these goals. stated in such a way as to define what business the company is in
or to be in and the kind of com pan} it is or is to be.

1.1.1

Competitive trategies

Competitive strategies have been classified into three types: cost reduction; innovation;
and quality-enhancement. Others argue that there is only one essential factor in
detemuning a competitive advantage; the ease with which competitors can enter or
expand in a given market (Greenwald and Kahn, 2005). If a company can erect strong
barriers to entry, through customer captivity. lower production costs, or economies of
scale. it can manage these advantages, anticipate competitors' moves. or achieve stability
through bargaining and cooperation. lt is claimed that addressing barriers to entry is by
far the most important activity in business strategy, and avoiding competition is the only
way to escape an open playing field in which only the best survive and prosper.

Regardless of what strategy is implemented and used, the strategy has to be understood
by employees at all levels of the company. This. in tum, leads to the customers
understanding of what the company stands for. Since strategy is about being different, the
company's strategy must become a cause. Whjle businesses trunk in terms of products
and derived values, the customer is looking for satisfaction. The key question is whether
the strategy, product features, add-ons, and value creation lead to ultimate customer
satisfaction.
3

Porter ( 1980) viewed competitive strategies as a two dimensional phenomenon with a
supply side - strategic scope: and a demand side- strategic strength. He later simplified
the scheme into three generic strategies. namely ·overall cost leadership'. 'differentiation'
and ·focus'·. Johnson, Scholes & Wittington (2006) on the other hand, perceive
competitive strategies from a business level perspective and believe that it is the
achievement of competitive advantage by a business unit in its particular market. They
adv ocate for a hybrid strategy which provides a market-facing element to Porter's model

in the form of price as a new dimension and its combination with differentiation.

Sidorwicz (2007) on the other hand sees competitive strategies as more skill-based and
involving strategic thinking, innovation. execution, critical thinking, positioning and the
art of warfare. Drucker (1958) noted that management is primarily about the continuing

development of the organization and its employees. The demands and needs of the
environment are constantly evolving and management is about adjusting the company
according to the needs and demands of the environment. One of the environmental
influences to a business normally arises from competition.

Combined strategy of an organization involves matching its corporate objectives and its
available resources. In this development of strategy, managers are concerned with
reconciling the business the organization is in with the allocation of resources. This
allocation process is concerned with the general purposes of an organization, whether it is
part of the grand plan, the overall objectives or a 'strategy' designed to keep the
4

organization in business (Tim Hannagan .2005). According to Drucker,( 1961) strategy is
the pattern of major objectives, purposes or goals and essential policies or plans for
achieving these goals. stated in such a way as to define what business the company is in
or to be in and the kind of company it is or is to be.

Past studies have used different sets of criteria to investigate the various aspects of a
fmn's competitive strategy. One example is a study by Yandermerwe el a/. (1994), in
which several different aspects of strategy were designed to investigate the strategic use
of firms' resources to meet changing customer expectations. The criteria used in their
study were: differentiation of market offerings; mobilization of people and partners;
leveraging information technology to deliver value: minimizing costs; building of
efficient service delivery systems; defining service standards and performance; reliance
on local versus expatriate staff; and delivering services across countries.

1.1.2 Insurance industry in Kenya
The main players in the Kenyan insurance industry are: insurance companies, reinsurance
companies, intermediaries and service providers. The statute regulating the industry is the
Insurance Act; Laws of Kenya, Chapter 487. The Office of the Commissioner of
Insurance was established under its provisions to strengthen the government regulation
and supervision of the insurance industry and it was a department under the Ministry of
Finance. There is also self-regulation of insurance by the Association of Kenya Insurers
(AKI). The professional body of the industry is the Insurance Institute of Kenya (UK).
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v.hich deals mainly v.ith training and professional education. Recently through the
amendment of the Insurance Act, the Insurance Regulatory Authority (IRA) \vas
established with mandate to supenise. regulate and develop the insurance industry and
protect the interests of polic)'holders and beneficiaries. According to the Insurance
1
Regulatory Authority Annual Report for the year ended 31~ December, 2009, there were

44 licensed insurance companies and 2 reinsurance companies.

The gross premium written by the industry in year 2009 was KShs 65.0 billion compared
to KShs 56.4 billion in 2008 representing a grov.th of 15.3% The gross premium from
general insurance was KShs 41.8 billion while long-term insurance business and pensions
contributions was KShs 23.2 billion. The gross profit before tax was KShs 3.9 bi ll ion in
2009 to KShs 3.4 billion in 2008 .Over the same period, the total assets held by the
industry increased by 15.9% to KShs. 178.4 billion while the total liabilities incurred
increased by 7.1 % to KShs. 115.9 billion. The claims and total expenses (including net
commissions) increased by 20.7% to KShs. 78.8 billion.IRA mainly attributed the good
performance to the overall economic growth in the country.

Insurance business can broadly be classified into general and life. Despite this
classification the different classes of insurance businesses can be \iewed as lines of
business along the profit centre concept. According to the Kenya Insurance Survey
KP~1G,

(2004), the General insurance industry in Kenya is mainly driven by four main

lines of business: Motor- Commercial, Fire- Industrial and Engineering, Motor- Private
6

and Personal Accident. The life insurance industl) is mainly driven by two main lines of
business: Ordinary Life and Superannuation. v.hich includes Group Life Insurance and
Deposit Administration. The

urvey revealed that the General insurance business is

faci ng two major challenges. The first challenge is to come up with a solution for
companies whose viability is threatened by their inability to meet policy holder claims.
The second major challenge is how to generate growth for an industry that has significant
potential for growing as a percentage of GDP but has been stagnant. In contrast to the
General insurance business, the life insurance business enjoyed a real cumulative average
growth rate of 18.4 per cent between years 2008 and 2009. One serious challenge facing
the life insurance is the increasing difficulty of managing the HIV/AlDS epidemic. Other
challenges facing the insurance industry in Kenya include: structural weaknesses, Kimura
(2002); fraud by both clients and employees, Mutiga (2003). high claims. delays in claim
settlement, delayed premium collection, lack of liquidity leading to collapse of some
firms, low economic grow1h, lkiara (200 1), poor governance and industry saturation.
Makove, (2002).

1.2 Research Problem
Insurance companies have traditionally operated in a relatively stable environment for
decades. However, toda} the industry is facing dramaticaiJy aggressive competition in a
new regulated environment. Insurance frrms in Kenya are realizing stiff competition
within the insurance industry necessitating the design of competitive strategies to
guarantee their performance. Successful strategies lead to superior performance and
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sustainable competitive ad\antage. The ability of a firm to command a competitive
advantage depends on the sustainabilit) of the competitive advantages that they
command.

Previous research studies have concentrated on tbe implementation of the competitive
strategies adopted by various institutions like banks. For example Chege (2008)
researched on the competitive strategies adopted by Equity Bank Limited; he found that
competitive strategies had been put in place to provide essential services to help them
respond to the demand among the banks. Warucu (2004) studied the competitive
strategies employed by commercial banks, where he found that the strategies are put in
place through strong marketing abilities, highly differentiated, high quality services, good
service engineering and good customer reputation. Nyakang'o (2007) carried out a
research on the competitive strategies adopted by audit firms in Nairobi. Gitonga (2008)
studied on the various response strategies of Equity Bank Ltd to competition in the
Kenyan banking industry, be found that Equity bank had

implemented various

competitive strategies which were ;differentiation strategy, combination strategy, cost
leadership

strategy.

focus

strategy.

Kibe (2008) researched on

the strategy

implementation at Equity Bank Limited. None of the studies has concentrated on
investigating the effectiveness of the competitive strategies adopted by insurance
companies in Kenya. The researcher wanted to bridge this gap by carrying out a survey
that will investigate the effectiveness of the competitive strategies adopted by insurance
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companies in Kenya. The stud} sought to answer the following research question; are
there any gains in adopting competitive strategies?

1.3 Objective of the Stud)

The objective of the study was to investigate the effectiveness of competitive strategies
adopted by insurance companies in Kenya.

1.4 Value of the Study

The study will be valuable to the various stakeholders in the insurance industry. The
study will provide information on effectiveness of competitive strategies among
insurance companies in Kenya to potential and current scholars. This will expand their
knowledge on strategic responses in financial institutions and identify areas of further
study.The policy makers will obtain knowledge of the financial sector dynamics and the
responses that are appropriate; they will therefore obtain guidance from this study in
designing appropriate policies that will regulate the sector participation. The study will
also help the insurance firms in its strategy development particularly in this competitive
era in the financial market.

9

CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIE\V
2.1 Introd uction
Competition is the act of striving against another force for the purpose of achieving
dominance or attaining a re\\ard. Competitive rivals are organizations with simi lar
products and services aimed at the same customer group (Johnson and Scholes, 2002).
According to Pearce and Robinson (2005), the essence of strategy formulation is coping

\Vith competition. The degree of competitiveness in an industry is not manifested only in
the other players, rather, competition in an industry is rooted in its underlying economics,
and competitive forces existing that go well beyond the combatants in a particular
industry.

2.2 Theories of Competition
Competition in economics is referred to as the rivalry in supplying or acquiring an
economic service or good. Environment refers to causes or factors external to an
organisation that affect the organisation's operations. The forces pose opportunities and
threats to the organisation as it endeavours to achieve its objectives and the organisation
must utilise its strengths and work on its weaknesses in order to survive. Increased
competition threatens the attractiveness of an industry and reduces the profitability of its
players. It exerts pressure on firms to be proactive and to formulate strategies that
facilitate proactive response to anticipated and actual changes in the competitive
environment. Competition is the key to excellence and companies that rely on stability,
obedient customers, dependent suppliers and low competition are inviting inertia and
10

ultimately, failure. Competitiveness of a company is its ability to compete and prosper in
the market place and can be thought of as a measure of productivity or the efficiency and
effectiveness of conYerting inputs and resources into useful products and services.
Competitive strategy analyses the core competencies and capabilities of a firm vis a vis
the competition and the customer needs so as to select the firms position in order to
survive and compete successfully.

Firms respond to competition in different ways. By identifying their core competencies,
firms are able to concentrate on areas that provide competitive advantage and give them a
lead over competitors. Johnson and Scholes (2003) indicate that core competencies are
more robust and difficult to imitate because they relate to the management of linkages
within organisations value chain and to linkages into supply and distribution chains. Long
term success however demands the creation of ever more powerful systems that are
steadily being improved. It involves the effective management of all resources available
at the heart of which are people in the organisation who alone have the capacity to build
new abilities with time {Upton, 1999).

The state of competition in an industry depends on 5 basic forces, whose collective
strength determines the ultimate profit potential of an industry. According to Michael E.
Porter, these are the threat of new entrants, the bargaining power of customers/buyers,
bargaining power of suppliers, threat of substitute products and rivalry among existing
fmns (Porter, 1980). Therefore. customers, suppliers, potential entrants and substitute
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products are all competitors that rna) be more or less prominent or active depending on
the industry.

It is extremely rare for an organization to be the sole supplier of a particular good or

service. Therefore an organization needs to find out what their competitors are doing and
predict what they might do in the future. These activities concern the competitive
environment and organizations must remember to consider existing or potential
competition from foreign as well as local organizations (Bauer and Colgan. 2001). It is
important for an organization to understand the competition because, not only will it
enable them to identify segments of their customer base that might be at risk and to
formulate a response; but also knowing who they are and how they react enables the
organization to calculate their ovm competitive response to moves they may make. It also
helps the organization to focus their efforts on those customers that represent a real or a
potential threat rather than those who do not (Russell-Jones, 2004).

According to Churchill and Peter (1995), the nature of the competitive environment
depends in part on the type of competition that occurs there: and economists and
marketers describe four main types of competition. The first is Pure competition, which
occurs when similar products are offered, buyers and sellers are familiar with the market,
and both buyers and sellers can easily enter the market. Competition here is aJmost
entirely on the basis of price, farm goods/products. The second type is Monopolistic
competition. and this is when there are many sellers of a product and each has a relatively
12

small market share. The competitors are able to differentiate their offers in whole or part
and they focus on market segments \\<here they can meet customer needs in a superior
·way and command a price premium.

The third type of competition is oligopoly

competition, and this is where the products are similar and a few sellers control most of
the market for example, air traveL oil and steel industry products which have high startup costs; hence why there are small numbers of competitors. The products range from
highl)' differentiated to standardized. The fourth type of competition is Monopoly, which
is a market in which only one organization sells a good or service.

Pure competition and pure monopoly environments are the more extreme forms of
competition but rarely occur in the real world. A pure monopoly is characterized by a
single seller who controls the supply of a good or service and prevents other businesses
from entering the field. According to Karl and Fair (1989), pure competition exists when
a large number of sellers produce a certain type of product or service that is sl ightly
differentiated. These sellers have low barriers of entry into the market and easily enter or
leave it as they choose. No attempt is made in this study to further expound on these
extreme forms of competition as it is believed that they present a hypothetical market
structure (Reynolds, 2005).

D' Aveni and Gunther (1995) expound on the notion of competition believing it to be a
cycle over time. They believe that over time. any firm's competitive position may be
eroded because competing firms manage to overcome some of the competitive forces as
13

described in Porter's Fi\'e Forces Framework. This process of erosion may be speeded up
by changes in the macro-em·ironment such as nev. technologies. globalization and
deregulation. Organizations may then respond to this erosion of their competitive position
creating what has been called a cycle of competition as shown below.

r-+

Incumbent

E ntrant

Builds or inherits

Attacks 'soft'

entrv barriers

No response

Reinforces Barriers

L-

Attacks entrant's
home market

~
~

:/

market segment

I+-

Widens attack to
adjacent segments

Starts Price War

Restarts the cycle in

1--

adjacent market

Figure 2.1: Cycles of Competition
Source, D' Aveni and G unther (1995).

Tucci (2005) expounds on this idea with the notion that competition is an evolutionary
process and a matter of life and death. He believes that it implies losses for the individual
firms in terms of lost capital resources, wasted labor and lost time but continues to state
14

that such an en\ ironment v. ill create a desired etTect in the form of innovation in ne''
technologies. ne'' products and business processes. Porter ( 1985 ). states that competition
is at the core of the success or failure of firms. With such a high level of importance.
competition is inevitable \\ithin any industry and for every finn. Firms must therefore
face up to the challenges of competition. It is through the adoption of a competitive
strategy that these challenges are met and overcome. Porter ( 1985) goes on to explain that
the choice of competitive strategy in itself poses several challenges in that a finn must
carefully decide which industry it will be in and what position within that industry it will
seek to attain. Having made the choice. a finn's next challenge is the sustainability of its
competitive position O\er time amid industry evolution and the erosion of its
competitiveness through the behaviour of other competitors.

One of the key challenges of competition, Porter (2004) points out, is that of analyzing
competitors. Competitor analysis may be eased by employing Porter's Five Forces

Framework also known as Porter's Diamond. ''hich provides a suitable framework for
analyzing the industry that a given firm is in. This framework allows a firm to determine
its level of competiti veness within an industry.

Another ke} challenge of competition is that of anticipating competitor moves. Although
strateg} execution is ke), it is also important for firms to build a mechanism '"here they
can detect the strategic mo,es of competitors and use this to their advantage. To be able
to detect competitor moves in the industry, Dulo (2006) proposes that firms monitor
competitor actions aimed at achi eving sales, growing market share, mergers, acquisitions,
15

strategic alliances or collaborative partnerships. This in itself can be quite a daunting

taSJ.... Johnson. Scholes and Wittington (2006) propose the use of Game Theory in this
case. thereb) enabling the strategist to anticipate the reaction of competitors to strategies
that the fum plans to execute.

The industry em-ironment in which a business operates is full of opportunities and risks
often blurred by familiarity and uncritical acceptance of the established relative position
of competitors. Grant (1998) highlights that the business environment of the firm consists
of external influences that impact a firm's decision and performance. These features
determine the intensity of competition and have an impact on profitability creating the
need to analyze the industry. Thompson and Strickland (2003) perceive strategy as a
combination of competitive moves and business approaches that managers employ to
satisfy organizational vision and objectives. AnsofT ( 1990) highlights that whereas goals
represent the ends which the finn is seeking to attain~ strategy is the means to these ends.
A unique strategy contributes effectively to the competitiveness of business firms.

According to Prahalad and Hamal (1990), a good strategy can contribute to growth,
profitability, market penetration, cash reduction, cutting edge differentiation of products
and sustainable competitive advantage of business firms. Competitive advantage is the
ability of the fum to outperform its rivals on the primary performance goal of
profitability (Porter, 1980).

The essence of strategy is relating companies to its

environment (Porter, 1985).1le argued that strategy only makes sense if the markets to
\\hich it relates are known. Pearce and Robinson (2003) underlines Michael Porter's five
16

forces of competition framework as a point of analysis of an industr) competitiveness
and profitability. The forces of competition includes: competition from substitutes,
competition from ne,-. entrants and competition from establ ished rivals described by
(Grant ,1998) as a "horizontal competition.. and ''vertical competition" encompassing
bargaining power of suppliers and buyers.

According to Johnson and Scholes (2002), the environment in which a firm operates is
always changing. Changes in the business environment and moves by competitors erode
the competitive position of an organization who in tum responds with counter moves.
The moves are therefore temporary and organizations have to keep re-engineering
themselves.

Collies et al ( 1998) identified three elements that collectively, lead to

competitive advantage that create value. They called these corporate strategic triangle
resources. These resources include: assets, skills and capabilities which is basically as
aspects of resources based strategy, strategic business unit and other key segments and
processes.

Porter (1985) argued that competitive strategy is the ability of a firm to meet and beat the
performance of its competitors. In his definitive work of competitive strategy, Michael
Porter propelled the concept of strategy and competitiveness into the foreground of
strategic thought and business planning. Competition changes industry structure both
consciously by a firm through strategic decisions and as an outcome of resulting
competitive interaction (Grant. 1998). Grant (1998) also highlights Joseph Schurnpeter as
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the frrst to recognize and analyze the dynamic interaction between competition and
industry structure.

Schumpeter focused on innovation as the central component of competition and the
driving force behind industry revolution and developed the terms ··hyper competition"
defined as an environment characterized by intense and rapid competitive moves. In fact
competitors must move quickly to build advantages and erode the advantages of their
rivals. This speeds up the dynamic strategic interactions among competitors (Grant
1998). The aspect of hyper competition affirms the need to analyze an industry in a bid to
establish competitive strategies currently employed and influences that might affect the
same in future. Sustainable competitive advantage involves every aspect of the way the
organization competes in the market place, prices, product range manufacturing quality
and service levels (Lynch.} 997).

Furthermore, he argued that firms have to ensure that they have an edge apart from their
competitors to avoid being imitated or replaced by other players in the market. Porter
(1980), highlights that competition in an industry is rooted in its underlying economic
structure and goes beyond the behavior of the current competitor. He argues that
developing a competitive strategy is a broad formula for how a business is going to
compete. what its goals should be and what policies are needed to achieve those goals.
The essence of strategy is coping with the competition and appreciates how Porters five
forces competition model shape a firms business strategy. The purpose of strategy is to
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establish a profitable and su:;tainable position against the forces that detennine industry
competition.

2.3 CompetitiYe trategies
trategy according to Thompson and Strickland (2003) may be percei\'ed as a
combination of competitive mo,·es and business approaches that managers employ to
satisfy organizational \ision and objecti\'es. Whereas goals represent the ends which the
finn is seeking to attain. strateg} is the means to the end (Ansoff, I 990). A unique
strategy contributes effectively to the competitiveness of business finns. Strategy has
emerged since the 50s as a tool for reorienting the organizational thrust. Good strategy
can contribute to growth, profitability, market penetration. cost-reduction. cutting-edge
differentiation of products and sustainable competitive advantage of business finns
(Prahalad and Hamel, I 990).
Porter ( 1985) argues that business strategy is all about competition and gaining
competitive advantage over rivals in the market. Porter continues to argue that
competitive strategy is the ability of a firm to meet and beat the perfonnance of its
competitor. The purpose of competitive strategy therefore is to establish a profitable and
sustainable position against the forces that determine industry competition. Competitive
strategy as a topic is diverse with over 20 years of debate and enhancement (AnsofT,
1965: Barney, 1991 ). Competitive strategy may be viewed from two key paradigms, i.e.
endogenous (inward looking) strategies and exogenous (outward looking) strategies.
Early works focused on endogenous strategies describing a firm's strengths and
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\\ealnessc~

suc.:h as the Resource Based Vie\\ of trategy as summarized in the figure

bcJO\\ ,

External Analysis

Internal Analysis

(Exogenous Strategies)

(Endogenous

Opportunities

Strengths

I

I
~

~

Resource

Environmental Models

Based

of Competitive
Advantage

Figure 2.2: The relationship between traditional "SWOT" analysis, tbe RBV model,
and models of industry attractiveness
Sou rce: Barney (1991).
Competiti ve strategy consists of all those moves and approaches that a firm has and is
taking to attract buyers, withstand competitive pressure and improYe its market position
(Thompson & Strickland, 2002). Drucker ( 1969) defined strategy as the pattern of major
objectives. purposes or goaJs and essential policies or plans fo r achieving these goals.
stated in such a way as to define the business the company is in or is to be in. A
competiti ve strategy is narrower in scope than a busi ness strategy and concerns what a
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finn

IS

doing in order to gain a sustainable competitive advantage. Boseman and Phatak

( 1989) argued that for a firm to remain vibrant and successful in the long run, it must
ma~c

strategic decisions that take into account the impact the external em·ironmcnt has

on its operations.

According to Chandler ( J962), strategy is the determination of basic long term goals and
objectives of an enterprise and the adoption of courses of action and the allocation of
resources necessary for caiT) ing out these goals. According to Michael Porter ( 1985 :47),
strategy is positioning a business to ma.ximize the value of the capabilities that
distinguish it from its competitors. Porter (1980) maintains that there arc three basic
generic strategies for creating a defendable position in the long run and outperforming
competitors in an industry. These include cost leadership, product differentiation and
focus strategies.

Cost leadership refers to achie"i ng overall lower costs than ones competitors without
reducing the products comparable quality. To achieve this , an organisation has to
maintain high volume of rates in order to allow it to structure itself in a way that it can
ga in economies of scale (Burnes, 2004). According to Porter (1980: 15), the strategy
requires " aggressive construction of efficient scale facilities, vigorous pursuit of cost
reductions from experience. right cost and overhead control. avoidance of marginal
customer accounts and cost minimization in areas such as research and development,
sen-ice sales force, and advertising."
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Firms achte\c low cost leadership by paymg attention to achieving and continually
improving cost efficiency. A firm must therefore have appropriate resources and the
competences to manage costs. Successful low cost producers achieve cost advantages by
exhaustively pursuing and maintaining cost savings throughout the activity cost chain.
Johnson and Scholes (2003) maintain that this strategy seeks to achieve a lower price
than competitors \\hilst trying to maintain similar value. Customers benefit from cost
effictency in terms of lower prices or more product features for the same price. The firm
should take note of the fact that customers do not value product features at any price. If
prices are too high, customers may decide to sacrifice value and opt for lower priced
products. Competitors also continually try to reduce their costs in order to underprice
their rivals by offering similar value.

It is therefore apparent that firms seeking competitive advantage by reducing cost should
concentrate on maintaining efficiency through all activities in order to effectively control
every expense and find new sources of potential cost reduction. Such cost advantage may
be attained through economies of scale, control of supply costs, managing production
processes like capacity fill or distribution/after-sales service costs, and reaping from
benefits of the experience curve among others. When a firm designs, produces, and sells
a comparable product more efficiently than its competitors and its market scope is
industry-wide, it means that the firm is carrying out the cost leadership strategy
successfully.
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A low cost position protects a firm against all five competitive forces. Rivalry from
competitors can be achieved in that because of its lower costs it will still earn returns
after competitors have burned away their profits through rivalry. Defense against
po,,erful suppliers is by providing more flexibility to cope with input cost increases
\\hile for powerful buyers it's by the fact that buyers can only exert power to drive down
prices to the level of the lowest efficient competitor \\ho is the firm in this case .. A low
price strategy can only be pursued \vith a low cost base and this must also be protected
from easy imitation by competitors to be of value.
Through differentiation. a firm seeks to achieve industry wide recognition and superior
products and services compared to those of other suppliers. This is done by designing
special brand images. technology features, superior customer service. product reliability
or higher quality. In their submission, Thompson et al. (2007) argues that differentiation
strategies are attractive whenever buyers' needs and preferences are too diverse to be
fully satisfied by standardized product or by sellers with identical capabilities. A
company attempting to succeed through differentiation must study buyers' needs and
behavior carefully to learn what buyers consider, what they think has value, and what
the) are \vi lling to pay for.

Differentiation therefore cushions a firm against competitive rivalry by securing customer
loyalty. With the differentiation strategy, the unique attributes or perceptions of
uniqueness and characteristics of a firm 's product other than cost provide value to
customers. The firm pursuing differentiation seeks to be unique in its industry along some
23

di m~nsion

that is valued by customers, v.hich means imesting in product research and

development and marketing (Porter, 1980).

It must be noted that differentiation is most effective in cases \\here it is difficult for
rivals to substitute, imitate or duplicate the company 's products. A firm's ability to sell its
differentiated product at a price that exceeds the amount spent to produce the same gives
the lirm an edge above the competition. Rather than cost reduction. a firm using
differentiation needs to concentrate on investing in and developing such things that are
distinguishable and

customers will perceive to be of great value. Successful

differentiation is hence based on a study of buyers' needs and behavior in order to learn
what they consider important and valuable. The desi red features are then incorporated
into the product to encourage buyer preference for the product. The basis for competitive
advantage is a product whose attributes differ significantly from rivals' products.

Competitive advantage results when buyers become strongly attached to these
incorporated attributes and this allows the firm to charge a premium price for its product,
benefit from more sales as more buyers choose the product and more buyers become
attached to the differentiating features resulting in greater loyalty to its brand.
Differentiation if achieved is a viable strategy for earning above average returns as it
creates a position to cope with the five competitive forces. Porter ( 1998) asserts that
differentiation efforts results in customer loyalty and the need for a competitor to
overcome uniqueness. This, Porter contends. is because differentiation provides some
buffer against rivals' strategies because buyers become loyal to the brand and they are
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\\illing to pa) a premium price. It erects entry barrier:s in the form of customer loyalty
and creates a uniqueness that ne\\ entrants find hard to overcome. Differentiation
mit1gates buyer power b) the lack of near alternatives and the same for suppliers as they
do not have other bu}ers of the unique firm"s demands while the higher returns give the
firm enough muscle to deal with supplier power as well. Differentiation produces an
attractive and sustainable competitive advantage especially where it is based on technical
superiority, high quality. customer support services and more value for money.
Most often differentiation may not mean achieving high market share. It mainly implies a
trade off with cost position if the activities required in creating it arc inherently costly,
such as extensive research, high quality materials, product design or even intensive
customer support. Profitable differentiation is achieved by either keeping the cost of
differentiation below the price premium that the differentiating features command, or by
offsetting the lower profit margins through more sales volumes. Kotler (200 l) insists that
anything that a firm can do to create buyer value represents a potential basis for
differentiation. Once it finds a good source of buyer value, it must build the value,
creating attributes into its products at an acceptable cost. These attributes may raise the
product's performance or make it more economical to use.
In focus strategy, the organization focuses on certain markets, products, or geographical
areas in which to compete. The niche thus created is defined by geographical uniqueness,
specialized requirements in using the product or by special attributes that appeal to
members. B) doing so. a firm dominates the chosen areas. Poner ( 1980: 15) asserts: the
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target segment must either have buyers with unusual needs or else. the production and
delivery system that best serves the target must differ from that of the other industry
segments. If such target (or niche) market grows into a larger market. market dominance
IS

bound to be lost exposing the firm to competition for market share. At this point. the

lirm needs to restrategise so as to neutralize other competitor moves. The finn ·s basis for
competiti\'e advantage in focus strategy is either lower costs than competitors serving that
market segment or an ability to offer niche members something different from
competitors.

A focus strategy based on lo'' cost depends on there being a buyer segment whose needs
are less costly to satisfy than the rest of the market. On the other hand. a focus strategy
based on differentiation depends on there being a buyer segment that demands unique
product attributes. Focus strategy involves a tradeoff between profitability and sales
volume. Like the differentiation strategy. it may or may not involve a trade off \.\ith
overall cost position.

Vfichael Porter felt that these three strategies are distinct and could not be simultaneously
used. A firm, in its attempt to mix the strategies, may be unable to develop a
fundame ntally clear strategy in an) of the three directions and end up with a futile
strategy that is a recipe for failure - stuck in the middle (Porter, 1980). Such a firm lacks
the market share, capital investment and resolves to play the low cost game, the industry
v.ide differentiation necessary to guarantee the need for low- cost position in a limited
space.
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The firm stuck in the middle either loses the high volume customers who demand low
prices or must lose its profit to get this business from

IO\\

cost firms. It cannot maintain

high margin businesses against those firms focused on high margin targets due to their
high differentiation overall. It also suffers from a blurred corporate image and a
confl icting set of organizational arrangements and motivation system. ln some scenarios
the problem may mean that the smaller (focused or differentiated) firms and the largest
(cost leadership) firms are the most profitable, while the medium sized firms are the least
profi table ones. However, according to Johnson, Scholes and Whittington (2005), a firm
can use hybrid strategy in which it seeks to achieve low prices and differentiation.

The success of the strategy depends on the ability to deliver enhanced benefits to
customers together

with low prices

whi lst maintaining sufficient margins for

rein\'estment to maintenance and develop the base of differentiation. Mintzberg was also
of a different view from Porter's. According to Mintzberg et al ( 1998), firms that are
stuck in the middle have the best performance. Miller ( 1992) challenges Porters assertion
that a firm should only pursue specialization. Miller contented that this would lead to
infl exibility and narrows an organization's vision. Gilbert and Strebel (1992) argued that
the strategies could be outpaced such that fmns that enter a market as low cost producers
could dec ide to differentiate its products/services on becoming established with a view to
capturing a larger market share. This approach was used by Japanese companies to
capture Western markets in 1970s and 1980s (Johnson and Scholes, 2002).
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2.-a Risks of Generic trategie
Genenc strategies carry differing risks which arc important to highlight in order to
tmprove a firms decision in choosing among them. Other scholars like Tracey and
Wiersema ( 1995) also offer another generic framc\\ork for gaining competitive
advantage which emphasizes on one of three 'value disciplines', product leadership.
operational excellence and customer intimacy.

In Porter's view cost leadershi p imposes severe burdens on the firm to keep up its
position, which means reinvesting in modem equipment and ruthlessly scrapping
obsolete assets. Cost leadership is therefore vulnerable to several risks among them
technolog)'. This may change fa!;ter than anticipated, bringing new and substantially
cheaper techniques of production nullifying past investments or learning. Rivals may also
imitate the low cost techniques and inability to notice market change and products
required due to concentration on cost. Heavy investment in low cost techniques may lock
a finn in its current technolog} and strateg} leaving it vulnerable to changes in
technology and market conditions.

Differentiation poses risks as v-.·ell in that the cost differential between low cost
competitors and the differentiated firm becomes too great to hold brand loyalty. Buyers
therefore may sacrifice some of the luxurious services and features of the differentiated
product for large cost savings. The buyers need for the differentiating factor may faJI as
well. This can occur as buyers become more sophisticated. Imitation may narrow the
perceived value of a differentiated product, a common occurrence as industries mature.
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A focus strategy bears its

O\\n

risks as \\ell .Porter ( 1998) asserts that the focus strategy

always implies some limitations on the overall market share achievable. The cost
differential between broad range competitors and the focused finn widens to eliminate
the cost advantages of serving a narrow target or to offset the differentiation achieved by
focus. The differences in desired products or sen ices between the strategic target and the
market as a '"'hole could narrO\\. as \\:ell. Competitors may find ways of matching the
focused finn in sen ing its segments. There is also the risk of the segment buyer
preferences shifting towards the product attributes required by the wider market. The
segment may become so attractive that it attracts many competitors.

2.5 Competitive Strategies and the Performance of Firms
The performance of a firm may be defined as the measure of the results achieved by that
finn. Performance is an abstract concept and must be measured relative to an agreed
standard unit of measure or reference point. The main reason for measuring performance
is to achieve a perceived improvement in these measures relative to the standard
reference point. Potential performance improvement areas of a firm would be its inputs:
its throughput; its outputs and finall y its outcome (i.e. comparing the output measures to
the agreed upon standard performance measure).
In his work. Prescott ( 1986) sites various academic scholars as being at the forefront of
the debate between the relationship between strategy and performance. a relationship
whose nature has not }et been resolved. Much of the strategic management literature has
focused on the relationship between strategy and performance and considered
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em ironments as moderators of that relationship. Recent studies have investigated the
relauonsh1p betv.. een the environment on the one hand. stmtegy and performance
variables on the other (Hambrick, 1986). HO\\ever Prescott argues that although
considerable research has been covered on the topic, it has not adequatel)' addressed the
1ssue of whether environments are independently related to performance. or they are
moderators of the relationship between strategy and performance or some combination of
the two.
In order to achieve a performance that may be considered good relative to other firms in
the industry, Porter ( 1990) proposes a strategy that requires a firm to identify growth
segments, work at achieving operational efficiency and continuously enhance the quality
of its products and sen ices. It is the continuous measurement of these performance
indicators and their management that determines the long term direction of the firm and
its survival. For the insurance industry in Kenya, not only is the continuous measurement
of the key performance metrics important to achieve and maintain competitiveness, but
also the strategy formulation and implementation process as well.
Johnson, Scholes and Wittington (2006) propose the use of a Strengths, Weaknesses.
Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis as a key component during strategy
formulation and implementation. Through this framework, a firm may easily identify and
manage its strategic capability and be able to stretch or add capabilities as a responsive
mechanism to varying degrees of the intensity of competitiveness within the insurance
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industry. The more dynamic the capabilities built. the timelh.:r the response

,,.jiJ be by the

particular insurance firm to changes in the compctitl\'e en, ironment.

To be successful. a company must do a better job than its competitors of satisfying target
consumers.

This is what competitive advantage is about.

therefore is about winning your target customers

Competitive advantage

and retaining them . This is through

corning up with competitive strateg} - competitive strategy is the bases on which a
business unit might achieve competitive advantage in its market (Johnson and Scholes,
2004).
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLOG Y
3.1 Introduction

Thts chapter focused o n the research design, methods of data colll!ction. the population.
data collection instruments and procedures. and the data analysis.

3.2 Research Design
In this study. descriptive research design m form of a survc)

\\3S

used. Descriptive

research portrayed an accurate profile of persons, events, or s ituations (Robson, 2002).
uney allowed the collection of large amount of data from a sizable population in a
highly economical way. It also allowed the researcher to collect quantitative data, which
was analyzed quantitatively using descriptive statistics (Saunders et al, 2007).

3.3 Target Population
The population of interest of this study was all the Insurance Companies operating in
Kenya. There are forty four (44) insurance companies licensed by the Insurance
Regulatory Authority. The stud} being a suf\/ey implied that data was collected from all
the 44 insurance companies in Kenya. The census suf\/ey was preferred to bring out all
the unique characteristics of insurance companies hence making the study credible for
generalisation.
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3A Data collection
In order to investigate the effecti,·eness of competitive strategies adopted b} insurance
companies in Kenya. self-administered drop and pick questionnaire s were distributed to
managers currently employed by insurance companies in Kenya. Questionnaire was
designed to identify the effectiveness of competitive strategies adopted by insurance
companies in Kenya.

The stud) being a census survey meant that one (I) manager was selected from each of
the 44 insurance companies and administered with the questionnaire. The study mostly
selected the marketing managers. This made it easier to get adequate and accurate
information necessary for the research. The researcher used a Iikert scale questionnaire as
the main data collection instrument. Secondary data sources were employed with
previous documents or materials to supplement the data received from questionnaires.

3.5 Data analysis
Before processing the responses, the completed questionnaires were edited for
completeness and consistency. Descriptive analysis was

employed~

this included the use

of weighted means, standard deviation, relative frequencies and percentages. The data
was then coded to enable the responses to be grouped into various categories. Descriptive
statistics was used to summarize the data. This included percentages and frequencies,
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tables and other graphical presentations as appropriate to present the data collected for
ease of understanding and analysis.

3.6 Validity and Reliability
Validit) rna} be defined as the ability of a test to measure what it purports to measure.
Validation of the research instrument was done by use of a pilot study. Prior to the actual
study, pi lot test of the measures was conducted against prospective sample population.
The subjects approached during pi loting were marked so that they were not applied in the
final study. The word ings of items were carefully modified based on the pilot test
outcomes and reviewed. Pre-testing the questionnaire was of great significance in this
survey. The questions were re-examined to ensure that they were not ambiguous.
confusing, or potentially offensive to the respondents leading to biased responses. This
enhanced in increasing validity of the research instruments.
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CHAPTER FOUR: DATA ANAL Y I A D I TERPRETA TIO OF RE t:LT .

4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the research findings to dctem1ine the effccth eness of competitive
strategies adopted b) insurance companies in Kenya. The study was conducted on 44
respondents

~ho

were served with a questionnai re; out of 44 targeted respondents 44

respondents filled-in and returned the questionnaires ""hich make a response rate of
l 00%. Descriptive statistics was used to anal) ze the data. In the descriptive statistics.
relati\·e frequencies were used in some questions and others \\ere analyzed using mean
scores with the help of Iikert scale ratings in the analysis.

-l.2 Demographic Information

Re~pondent De~ignation

25
20

lS

Percent
10

IT manager

f1nance
manager

m;anager

Marketing

resource

manager

m.an.Jger

Figure 4.3: Respondents areas of specialization
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fhe 'tud) requested the respondent to indicate their areas of pecialization. From the
findings shO\\TI in the figure, the study found that most of the respondents as shown by
25% \\ere sales and marketing managers. those \\ho indicated that they were IT managers
and finance managers were sho""n by 20.5% in each case, 18.2% of the respondents
mdicated that the) \vere operational managers \\hereas 15.9% of the respondents
mdicated that the) were human resource managers. This information shO\\S that
respondents were from various departments in the insurance sector which is a good
representation of the departments in the insurance companies.

Years of service in tbe company

2 to 5 year$

• 5 to 10 years
More than 10 year$

Figure 4.4: Yea rs of ervice in tbe Company
The study sought to establish the length of time the respondent had served in their
respective companies. From the findings the study revealed that most of the respondents
as shown by 48.7% had served in their respective companies for 2 to 5 years, 31.8% of
the respondents indicated that they had served their companies for S to I 0 years whereas
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20.5 o of the respondents had served for more than lO years. This shO\\S that majority of
the respondents had sta) ed in their respecti\'e companies long enough to gi\C credible
information to the stud).

Distributio n of respondent by gender

•Male
• Fen'ldle

Figure 4.5: R espondents' Gender
From the findings on the gender of the respondents. the studies found that majority of the
respondents were males as shO'-"'ll by 70.5% \\hereas 29.5% of the respondents were
females. This shows that the top management in the insurance sector was mostly
dominated by maJe.
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Rc~p o ndent

.Age Ba·ackct
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so
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• Pcoccnt
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.2S to 35 year-;

35 lo 45 ye.Jrs

/

Figure 4.6: Age Brackets of the Respondents

The researcher sought to establish the age brackets of the respondents. From the findings
in the table, the study found that 56.8% of the respondents were aged between 25 to35
years, 31.8% of the respondents were aged between 35 to 45 years and ll.4% of the
respondents were aged between 45 to 55 years. This information shows that the
respondents were well distributed in terms of their age.
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Respondent Highest Le\'el of Education

Under graduate

• Respondent Highest Level of
Education

Graduate

Post graduate

0

10

20

30

40

so

Figure 4.7: Re poodents Level of Education
The study sought to establish the respondents' highest level of education. From the
findings shown in figure, the study revealed that 50% of the respondents bad attained
graduate level of education, 43.2% of the respondents had attained post graduate level of
education whereas 6.8% of the respondents indicated that the}

had attained

undergraduate level of education. This shows that management of insurance companies in
Kenya is under the hands of qualified personnel.
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~.3

Competith e trategie Effectivene s

Table 4.1 : Competitive Strategies Implemented In Re ponse to Demand for
In urance enice
Competith e Strategic

Percentage

Cost leadership strategy

52.3

Diffe rentiation strateg)

93.2

r ocus strateg)

95.5

l

I Combination strategy

100.0

The study sought to establish the various competitive strategies implemented by
insurance in response to demand for insurance services. From the findings the stud)
revealed that the strategies implemented in response to demand for insurance services
were: combination strategies as shown by 100% focus strategy as shown by 95.5%,
differentiation strategy as shown by 93.2% and cost leadership strategies as shown b)
52.3%. This shows that insurance firms implemented various strategies in response to
demand for insurance services.

Table 4.2: Extent Adoption of Competitive Strategies has helped improve
performance
Frequency

Percentage

V er} great extent

42

95.5

Less extent

2

4.5

fotal

44

100.0

Extent

I

40

-

From the findmgs in the table on the extent adoption of competiti ve stratl!gies has helped
insurance companies improve their performance: the stud} found that 95.5°'o of the
respondents indicated to very great extent whereas 4.5% of the responden ts indicated to
less extent.

This informat ion shows that competiti ve strategies adoption has helped

insurance companie s improve their performance to "'er) great extent.
Table 4.3: Re pondeots Agreeme nt on the Extent to Which Adoption of Competi tiH
Str ategi es helps their compani es have competit ive advantag e over others.
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market research
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Easy access to large pool of
funds

~
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b.Cl

-

~
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Cl)

"tl
0

~

0

~
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~

>.

O'c
c

c

0

~

~

~
~

b.Cl
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·. :

~

>.

~

~

- ·c

~

.!:

~

·;;::

~

Cl)

"'

~

=

Q

-

~

~

~

Q

ooQ

~

0
0

.55320
1.7045
r.5094:f
1.700
2.3136 0.87908

VJ

27
15
14 - 29
31
8

2
I
3

0
0
0

16

17

9

2

0

1.9318

.87332

15
13

24
29

5
2

0
0

0
0

1.7727

.64208
.66750

8

17

J1

8

0

~

10
I

~

t.7955

I

I

2.43181

.99762

The study sought to establish extent to which adoption of competitive strategies makes
companies have competit ive advantage over other firms in the industry .from the
findings on the respondents level of agreement . the study found that majority of the
responden ts agreed to that their firm possess the following com petitive advantages; good
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service engineering and strong marketing abilities as sho,,n by mean of 1.7045 in each
case , good customer reputation as shown by mean of 1.7727. long tradition in the
industr) I accumulati on of experience as sho'm b) mean of 1.7955. strong capability to
Carr)

out market research as shown b)' mean of 1.9318, highly differentiated, high quality

services as shO\m by mean of 2.3136 and eas)' access to large pool of funds as shown by
m ean of 2.4318 . The study further revealed that respondents didn't vary much in their
opinion as shov.n by lo~ standard deviation in all the cases.
Table 4.4: Extent a doptio n of competiti\ 'e trategie has b een effective in creating
opportuni ties
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Increase m frequency of orders
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I

~
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24
20

17
19

3
5

0
0

0
0

1.5227
1.6591

.62835
.68005

15

9

7

9

4

2.5000

1.38933

10

30

4

0

0

1.8636

.55367

17
12

18
26

9
6

4
0

0
0

1.8182
1.8636

.75553
.6321 2

17

125

2

0

0

1.6591

!

.56828

On the extent to which adoption of competitive strategies has been effective in creating
opportunities that make insurance companies survive in the market or compete favorably
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against other insuranc e companies, the stud) re\ ealed that those rated to great extent
were tmprove ment in econom ies of scale as shown b) mean of 1.5227, launch of a highly
the
differentiated I high quality services and growing importance of our key services to
of
customers as shown by mean of 1.6591, increase in si1e of market as shown by mean
of
1.81 82. increase in frequen cy of orders from potential buyers and Increase in number
di fferent services as shov.n b) mean of 1.8636 in each case . fhis

\\aS

supported by low

standard deviation which was an indication that respondents didn't var}' much in their
to
opinion . Change in governm ent policy promoting insurance business was rated
as
moderate extent as shown by mean of 2.5, respondents had divergent view on this
shov\n by high standard deviation of 1.38933.

Table 4.5: Compe titive strategies in reducin g various weakne sses
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Fro m the findings in the above table . on the extent to \\hich adoption of competiti \e
strategies have been effective in helping insurance companies reduce \arious weaknesses
that are plaguing the companies and making 1t difficult to compete favorably against
other Insurance companie s. the study found that majority of the responde nts rated the
fo llowing to very great extent . potential buyers have limited information regarding our
services as shown b) mean of2.2727 and ha\ ing over centralize d their operations. Those
rated to moderate extent \\ere; potential buyers find it difficult to access our sen ices and
Our services are easil y replaced in other insurance companie s as shown by mean of
2.5227, inabi lity to control counterfeit products services as shown b) mean of 2.7273,
Hea\ > investme nt in old

outdated techno log} and their services are too pricy for the

market as shown by mean of 2.8636. Respondents varied in their opinion as shown by
high standard deviation .
T a ble 4.6: Agreeme nt o n competiti ve strategies helping make changes on va rious
as_Q_ects of serv1.ces
Aspect of services

b.o
c0

c;;a..

I

Wo rkforce capacity and skill-set
Insurance company reputation
Capacity fo r Innovati on
Ability to take risks in new venture
Efficienc l of internal operations
Growth in market share
Capitalization of the company
Relationships with \.\.Orkers
Re lationsh!J:>s with customer s
Sen ice levels to customers
CorpQ_rate brand
Price ~ lic_y_

~

.....

~

~

Col

~
~

~
~

a..

~
28
28
24
27
18
27
26
16
28
28
23
29

12
16
19
9
22
12
12
16
16
16
19
14
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a..

Col

't)

Col
Col

til
~

-~ ~
.... Col
~

0

~

a.. "'
~ Q"' c;; :o

4
0
1
6
4
5
6
9
0
0
2
1

0
0
0
2
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0

0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

c

c

~

i

1.8 182
1.6364
1.5909
2.7955
1.5909
1.8409
1.8636
3.8 182
1.6364
1.6 136
1.7045
1.2045

.2
....
~

't) · :;::

c;;~

.58 161
.48661
.54210
4.06104
.65833
.60782
.63212
5.43149
.4866 1
.57933
.50942
.46152

On the respondents level of agreement on the extent to \\hich adoption of compctit i\e
strategies has been effective in helping their companies make changes on various aspects
of senices. the study revealed that majorit) of the respondents strongly agreed on price
polic) as sho~n b) mean of 1.2045. Respondents agreed on capacity for innovation and
efficiency of internal operation s as sho\vn by mean of 1.5909 in each case. sen icc levels
to customers as shown by mean of 1.6136, relationships with customers and insurance
companie s· reputation as shown by mean of 1.6364 in each case , corporate brand as
shown by mean of 1.7045, workforce capacity and skill-set as shown by mean of 1.8182,
growth in market share as sh0\\11 by mean of 1.8409 and capitalization of the company as
sho~n

by mean of 1.8636. The stud) further revealed that responde nts v,:ere moderate on

ability to take risks in new ventures as shown by mean of2.7955 . Respondents disagreed
on relationships with workers as shown by mean of3.8182 .

Table 4.7: Strategies executed as result of adoption of competit ive strategies

I

Percenta ge

Strategies

81.8

I Expansion in scale
1

Contraction in scale

97.7

Change in target market segment

65.9

Exit from current line of insurance business

81.8

1

On the strategies that insurance companies have been able to execute as result of the
adoption of competit ive strategies, the study revealed that these were ; contraction in
scale as shown by 97.7% • exit from current line of insurance business and expansion in
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cale as shown by 81.8% in each case and change in target market segment as sho"vn by

65.9«'/o
Table 4.8: pecializati on a a result of the adoption of competitiH strategies
Percentage

Sp ecialization
Focus on core business activities

63.6

Focus on particular customers only

84.1

Focus in particular geographic areas only

65.9

Focus in particular services lines only

97.7

The stud} further revealed that the various ways that insurance companies have been able
to specialize as result of the adoption of competitive strategies

were~

focusing in

particular service lines only as shown by 97.7%, focusing on particular customers onl} as
shov..n by 84.1 %, focusing in particular geographic areas only as shown by 65.9% and
focusing on core business activities as shown by 63.3%.
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CHAPTER FIVE: UMMARY, Dl CL

10~ ,CON C LL

ION AND

RECOMM E DATIO'S

5.1 Introduction
From the analysis and data collected, the follov.,ing discussions . conclusion and
recommendations were made. The responses \\ere based on the objectives of the stud}
The researcher had intended to establish to determine the effecth eness of competitive
strategies adopted by insurance companies in Kenya.

5.2 urn mary of Findings
The various competitiv e strategies implemente d by insurance companies in response to
demand for insurance services are combination strategies, focus strategy, differentiation
strategy and cost leadership strategies. This shows that insurance firms implemente d
various strategies in response to demand for insurance services. The study revealed
adoption of competitiv e strategies by insurance companies has helped in improving their
performance to very great extent as indicated by 95% of the respondents. The study also
found that adoption of competitive strategies makes company have competitive
advantage over other firms in the industry through the firm possessing the following
competitive advantages ; good service engineering, strong marketing abilities, good
customer reputation, long tradition

10

the industry I accumulati on of experience. strong

capability to carry out market research, highly differentiated, high quality services and
easy access to large pool of funds.
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The stud} established that adoption of competitive strategies has been effective in
creaung opportunities that make insurance companies survive in the market or compete
favorab l} against other insurance companies through

improvement in economies of

scale. launch of a highly differentiated I high quality services . g rowing importance of our
key services to the customers . increase in size of market . increase in frequency of orders
from potential buyers. increase in number of different services and change in government
polic) promoting insurance business.
The study further revealed that the adoption of competitive strategies had been effective
in he! ping insurance companies reduce various weaknesses that are plaguing the
companies and making it difficult to compete favorably against other insurance
companies, the various weakness identified were

potential buyers having

limited

information regarding our sen ices , having over centralized their operations, potential
buyers finding it difficult to access company services, company services are easily
replaced in other insurance companies, inability to control counterfeit products/services.
bea\') investment in old I outdated technology and their services are too pricy for the
market.
The study revealed that competitive strategies have been effective in helping insurance
companies make changes on various aspects of services. The study revealed various
aspects of service which have been enhanced by adoption of competitive strategies are
great extent v.ere on

price policy , capacity for innovation .efficiency of internal

operations, service levels to customers , relationships with customers, insurance
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companies' reputation.

corporate brand. workforce capacity and skill-set . grO\\th in

market share , capitalizati on of the company and ability to take risks in ne\\ ventures .
The stud} re\ealed that adoption of competitiv e strategies has not been ciTecti\e in
helping insurance companies in their relationships with workers.
The strategies that insurance companies ha' e been able to execute as result of the
adoptaon of competitiv e strategies are contraction in scale. exit from current line of
insurance business. expansion in scale and change in target market segment. fhe study
further revealed that the various ways that insurance companies have been able to
specialize as result of the adoption of competitive strategies are focusing in particular
service lines only. focusing on particular customers only, focusing in particular
geographic areas only and focusing on core business activities.

5.3 Implication on Policy , Theory And Practice
The study will be of great importance to polic} makers in the insurance industry as they
will put in place strategies in response to demand for insurance services and aid them in
pro\.ision of essential services to their target customers. It will also enable them focus on
strategies that benefit the company through increase in profitability at the least cost
possible. Through the employment of differentiation strategies insurance companies \\ill
find strengths that enable them to broaden their scope within the insurance market and
identify a position for themselves.
The policy makers will use the findings of this study in designing appropriate policies
that will help the insurance companies to improve their performanc e in response to
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demand for \arious msurance senices as they utilize their marketing abilities,
differentiating their products, offering high quality sen ices and having good customer
reputation. The findings of this stud) ,-.ill be of great importance to the policy makers as
the) \\ill understand dynamics in the insurance indusU) and put in place \'arious
strategies that will enable the firm in the industry remain competitive in their provision of
essential service to their target customers.
The findings of this will study provide information on how insurance firms can use
differentiation strategies to find their strength that v.:ill enable them to broaden their
market and position themselYes competiti vely in the market. Focus strategies will help
insurance firms

to expand into new markets and identify products that will help them

remain competitive in the established market.
The findings of the study v.ill help policy makers in understanding competition I rivalry
in supplying insurance service and therefore design appropri ate strategies that will help
their firm compete competitively in the industry. It will also help policy makers
understand the various factors external to an organisation that affect the organisation's
operations which will pose opportunities and threats to the organisation as it endeavours
to achieve its objectives and the organisation must utilise its strengths and work on its
weaknesses in order to survive. It will also help the policy maker understand that
increased competition threatens the attractiveness of an industry and reduces the
profitability of its players. It will help the firms to be proactive and to formulate strategies
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that faci litate proactive response to anticipate d and actual changes in the competit i\c
en\ tronment.
The tindings of the study will help the policy makers to formulate the right strategies that
their ftrms can use to identify their core competencies. Their firms \\ill be able to
concentrate on areas that provide competiti ve advantage and give them a lead O\Cr
competitors, core competen cies will be more robust and difficult to imitate because they
relate to the managem ent of linkages within organisati ons value chain and to linkages
into suppl} and distributi on chains. Long term success however demands the creation of
ever more powerful systems that arc steadily being improved.
The findings will help the policy maker in the insurance industry consider how this
competiti on can affect the organization and strategiLe on ho"" to counter it.

It is

importan t for an organizat ion to understand the competiti on because, not only will it
enable them to identify segments of their customer base that might be at risk and to
formulate a response, but also kno"" ing who they are and how they react enables the
orgartizat ion to calculate their own competitive response to moves they may make. It also
helps the organizat ion to focus their efforts on those customer s that represent a real or a
potential threat rather than those who do not.

5.4 Recom mendatio ns
The stud) recomme nds that insurance companie s should put in place strategies response
to demand for insurance services to aid them in provision of essential services to their
target customers. They should focus on strategies that benefit the companie s through
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increase m profitability at the least cost possible. 'Jhrough the cmplo) ment of
differentiation strategic~ insurance companies should find strengths that enable them to
broaden their scope \\ithin the insurance market and identify a position for themselves.
Through focus strategy they should expand into nC\\ markets and identify products that
can help them compete within the established markets. This will be done by identif) ing
the segments m the market that suits their products and services.

Through the already established relationship between competitive strategies and
performance improvement in response to demand for insurances services the strategies
put in place should be effective. These will help them to establish a profitable and
sustainable position against the forces that determine industry competition. This is
because good strategy can contribute to grov.,t h, profitabilit}, market penetration, costreduction, cutting-edge differentiation of products and sustainable competitive advantage
of business finns.

5.5 Area for further study
This study has led to identification of various areas that should be studied on to broaden
the work done on the effectiveness of competitive strategies applied on various
institutions. The researcher suggests that further research should be done on the
challenges

faced

in adopting the competitive strategies hence hindering their

effectiveness in response to demand for insurance services in Kenya.
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5.6 Limitation of the tud)
The method used is descriptive research design \\ herl!b} the variable!> cannot be
controlled by the researcher. The stud) used questionnaire as the instrument for
c llecting data. This is because time for the data collection was limited to t\\0 \\Ceks. The
study was carried out in only one industry due to financial constraints of the researcher.
Th1s study was also limited to the insurance industry as it sought to investigate the
effectiveness of competitive strategies adopted by insurance companies in Kenya.

5. 7 Conclus ion
The competitive strategies implemented by insurance companies in response to demand
for insurance services are differentiation strategy. combination strateg} . cost leadership
strateg)', focus strategy. These strategies are important as they help

the insurance

companies improve their performance . The relationship between competitive strategies
employed in insurance companies and performance improvement in response to demand
for insurance services is positive as the strategies have aided insurance companies to
possess various strengths such as the strong marketing abilities, highly differentiated.
high quality services, good service engineering and good customer reputation.
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Appendix 11: Questionnaire for Manager
In tructions
Kindl~

answer all questions b} ticking or explaining as appropriate as per your opinion

and based on the facts. Where possible you can quote figures.
GENERAL I FORMATION
1. Name of the company ........................ ........................ .......... .
1

\Vhich is the area of your special ization?
IT Manager

[ ]

Finance Manager

[

]

Operational Manager

[

]

Sales and Marketing Manager

[

]

Human Resource Manager

[

3. How long have you served in the company?
Less than I year

[

]

2 to 5 years

[

]

5 to 10 years

[

]

More than 10 years

[ 1

4. \\'hat is your gender?
Male
Female

[ ]
[ ]

5. What is your age bracket?
Below 25 years

[

25 to 35 years

[

35 to 45 years

[

45 to 55 years

[

Above 55 years

]

J
[ ]
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6. \Vhat is) our level of education? (Tick where appropriate)

Post graduate

[

Graduate

[

u nder graduate

[

COl\1PETIT IVE STRATEGIES EFFECTIVENE
7. Briefly indicate by means of a tick which of the following competitive strategies your
com pan} has implemented in response to demand for insurance ser. ices.
]

Cost leadership strategy

[

Differentiation strategy

[ ]

Focus strategy

[

Combination strategy

[

8. To what extent has the adoption of competitive strategies helped your company
improve its performance?
]

Very great extent

[

Less extent

[ ]

Moderate extent

[

]

Less extent

[

)

Not at all

[ ]

9. Show your level of agreement on the extent to which adoption of competitive
strategies makes your company have the following competitive advantage over other
firms in the industry? l = strongly agree, 2= agree, 3= moderate, 4= disagree and 5strongly disagree.
Variables
Strong marketing abilities
Good service engineering
Highly differentiated, high quality services
Strong capability to carry out market research

Good customer reputation
Long tradition in the industry I accumulation of experience
Eas} access to large pool of fund s
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1 2 3

4 5

10. To what extent has the adoption of competitive strategies in your company been
effectiYe m creating opportunities that make your compan) surviYe in the market or
compete favorably against other insurance companies?

very great extent. 2

great

extent, 3 moderate extent. 4= less extent and 5 not at all.
Variable
Improvement in economies of scale
-Launch of a highly differentiated I high quality services
Change m government policy promoting insurance business
Increase in number of different sen ices

1 2 3

4

s

Increase in size of market
Increase in frequency of orders from potential buyers
Growing importance of our key services to the customers
II. To what extent has the adoption of competitive strategies been effective in helping
your company in reducing various weaknesses that were plaguing the company and
making it difficult to compete favorably against other insurance companies? 1= vel)
great extent. 2= great extent, 3= moderate extent, 4= less extent and 5= not at all.
1 2 13

! Variables

4 5

Heavy investment in old I outdated technology
Inabilit) to control counterfeit products/services
Our sen ices are too pricy for the market
We have over centralized our operations
Our sen ices are easily replaced in other insurance companies
Potential buyers find it difficult to access our services
Potential buyers have limited information regarding our services
12. Show your level of agreement on the extent to which adoption of competitive
strategies has been effective in helping your company make changes on various
aspects of services? 1= strongly agree. 2= agree, 3= moderate, 4= disagree and 5strongl) disagree.
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--4

2 3

I

Varia bl~

Workforce capacity and skill-set
Insurance compan} reputation
Capacit) for Innovation
Abilit) to take risks in ne\\ ventures
1
I Efficienc~ of internal operations
Growth in market share
Capitalization of the company
Relationships with workers
Relationships with customer:,
Sen ice levels to customers
Corporate brand
Price policy

5

I
-

13. Which are the strategies that your company has been able to execute as result of the
adoption of competitive strategies?
Expansion in scale

]

Contraction in scale

]

Change in target market segment

[ ]

Exit from current line of insurance business

[ ]

14. Which are the ways that your company has been able to specialize as result of the
adoption of competitive strategies?
]

Focus on core business activities
Focus on particular customers only

[ ]

Focus in particular geographic areas only

[ ]

Focus in particular services lines only

[ ]

THANK YOU FOR YOUR T IME!
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Appendix Ill: Li t of Licenced In urance Companies For 2009
Occidental Insurance Company Limited
.,

Gateway Insurance Company Limited

3. Geminia Insurance Company Limited
4. The Kenyan Alliance Insurance Co.
5. \1ercantile Insurance Company Limited
6. Kenindia Assurance Company Limited
7. Old Mutual Life Assurance Limited
8. Real Insurance Company Limited
9. Kenya Orient Insurance Limited
10. Phoenix Of East Africa Ass. Co. Ltd.
11. Pacis Insurance Company Limited
12. Apollo Life Assurance Limited
13. Cannon Assurance Limited
14. Lion Of Kenya Insurance Company Ltd
15. A P A Insurance Company Limited
16. Concord Insurance Company
17. British American Insurance Co.(K) Ltd
18. Mayfair Insurance Company Ltd.
19. Trident Insurance Company Ltd.
20. First Assurance Company Ltd
21. Fidelity Shield Insurance Co. Ltd.
22. The lleritage Insurance Company Ltd
23. UAP Life Assurance Ltd.
24. Chartis Kenya Insurance Co. Ltd.
25. Pan Africa Life Assurance Co. Ltd.
26. Xplico Insurance Company Ltd.
27. Tausi Assurance Company Ltd.
28 Pioneer Assurance Limited
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29. GA A urance Limited
30. CIC Insurance Group Limited
31 . Insurance Company Of East Africa Limited
32. UAP lnsur.mce Company Limited
33. Metropolitan Life Insurance Kenya Ltd.
34 The Jubilee Insurance Co Of Kenya Ltd.
35 CFC Life .\ssurance Ltd.
36 Cape\. Life Assurance Company Ltd.
37. Corporate Insurance Company Ltd
38. The Monarch Insurance Co. Ltd.
39. Intra Africa Assurance Company Ltd.
40. Africa Merchant Ass. Co. Ltd.
41. Directline Assurance Co. Ltd.
42. 'vtadison Insurance Company Ltd.
43. lnvesco Assurance Company Ltd.
44. Blue Shield Insurance Company Ltd

urce: In urance Regulatory Authority(2010)
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